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Composition of binary quadratic forms over an arbitrary commutative base ring 
is shown to be closely related to homomorphisms (and in particular isomorphisms) 
of the corresponding even Clifford algebras. 
Composition of binary quadratic forms is an old topic in number theory. 
Ever since Gauss’ construction in his “Disquisitiones Arithmeticae” 15 1 there 
have been many attempts at simplifying or generalizing the concept, the most 
penetrating investigation being the recent one by J. Towber 18 1, which also 
contains an extensive bibliography. In this situation apparently a very simple 
device has been overlooked so far, namely, considering a binary quadratic 
module M as a module over its even Clifford algebra C’(M), and 
composition as tensor product over C’(M). This is all the more surprising 
since it is quite similar to Dedekind’s treatment [3] of the classical case via 
modules in quadratic number fields. It is the purpose of the present note to 
show that this gives a simple treatment of composition, valid over an 
arbitrary base ring R (while previous writers at least require 2 not to be a 
zero divisor in R). I hope to convince the reader that this is the proper 
setting for composition of binary quadratic forms. A comparison with some 
of the older constructions is given in Section 7. For basic concepts and some 
of their properties cf. 11, Chap. 9: 2, Chap 2: 7, Sections 4, 5 1. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Let R be a (unitary) commutative ring, M a (unitary) R-module with a 
quadratic form q: M-1 R and associated bilinear form b(s, J’) = 
q(x + .Y) - q(x) - q(u). We denote by rad M = (x E M / b(x, M) = 0) its 
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radical, by kerM= (x E radM/ q(x) = O} its kernel. M (or q) is called 
primitive if the R-ideal Rq(M) generated by q(M) equals R. 
Further, let C(M) = Ct (M) @ C(M) be the (graded) Clifford algebra. If 
M is projective, the canonical homomorphism M+ C(M) is injective, and we 
identify M with its image in C(M). A similarity u of (M, q) into another 
quadratic module (M’, q’), with multiplier a E R, is a homomorphism 
0: M+ M’ such that q’(ax) = as(x). If a is invertible, there is a unique 
algebra homomorphism Ct (a): C’ (M) + C+ (M’) satisfying Ct (a)(xjl) = 
a- ‘u(x) u( -v) for x, 4’ E M and a unique module homomorphism 
C-(u): C-(M)+ c-(w) satisfying c - (u)(cx) = c + (a) c) ux for 
c E C’(M), x E M. If in particular cx happens to be in M to, then 
u(m) = (C’(u) c) ux. (1) 
All these concepts are compatible with localization with respect to an 
element fE R or a prime ideal p c R. 
2. BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS AND QUADRATIC ALGEBRAS 
An R-module M or a quadratic form q is called binary if M is projective 
of rank two. If M is free with basis (e,f), then (1, ef> and (e,f) are bases of 
Ct (M) and C(M), respectively. By localization it follows that, for a binary 
quadratic module M, Ct (M) is a quadratic R-algebra (see below), C(M) 
equals M, and so multiplication in C(M) endows M with a structure of left 
Ct (M)-module. If, moreover, q(e) is invertible, x + xe is bijection from 
Ct (M) onto M, and so localization shows that a primitive binary quadratic 
module M is a projective Ct (M)-module of rank one. Conversely, if e is a 
Ct (M)-generator of M, we have f = (a + bfi) e = ae + bq(e)f, so bq(e) = 1, 
q(e) is invertible. 
A quadratic R-algebra C by definition is a unitary R-algebra such that 1 is 
free in C, and C/R 1 is projective of rank one. Such an algebra is 
commutative and has a unique automorphism x + X with trace 
s = sx = x +X and norm n = nx = xX in R. Because of uniqueness, any 
algebra isomorphism of quadratic algebras is compatible with these 
automorphisms. For homomorphisms this is not automatic, and we require it 
if we speak of a homomorphism of quadratic algebras. In case C = Ct (M), 
the even Clifford algebra of a binary quadratic module M, x -+ S is the 
restriction to Ct (M) of the standard antiautomorphism of C(M) inducing 
the identity on M, and we have 
4(cx) = n(c) q(x) (2) 
for cEC+(M), xEM. 
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3. COMPOSITION MAPS 
Let M,, MZ, M be quadratic modules. For simplicity, we denote all three 
quadratic forms by the same letter q. A composition map is, by definition, a 
bilinear map ,u: M, X M2 + M satisfying 
The basic result on which composition of binary quadratic forms depends is 
THEOREM 1. If M, , Mz. M are primitive binary quadratic modules. 
ker Mi = 0, and p: M, X Mz + A4 a composition map, therz there are uniquely- 
determined algebra homomorphisms yi : Ci (Mi) + Ct (M) such that 
for Ci E C ’ (M;), xi E Mi. 
Proof: We start with the uniqueness of yi. By localization we may 
assume Mi free with basis (ei,fi) and q(ei) invertible. Put 
K,(X,) = p(x, 3 ez), K2(X2) =,Ll(e,, x*). (5) 
From (4). with ,yi=ei, cz= 1. we get K,(c,e,)=y,(c,)k-,(e,) with K,(e,)= 
p(e,, e,) invertible, since ,&e, , ez)* = q@(e, , e,)) = q(e,) q(ez). By (1) this 
shows 
yi = c+ (Ki), (6) 
i.e., uniqueness of yi. 
To prove existence, we shall construct yi locally. By uniqueness these 
constructions then fit together to a global one. Thus we may assume ei, fi, K; 
as above, define yi by (6), a map V: M, x M, ---) M and an element g E M by 
4c,e,, c2e2> = y,(c,) Y(c2)iu(e,l e2h 
G J2) = m-l J-2) + LT. 
Then q(v(x,, x2)) = q@(x,, -Y*)) by (2) and (3 1, and 
4~,3x*)=.u(x,,x*) if .Y, = e, or x2 = e2. 
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Putting successively (-x1 3 -%I = (fi .fz)? (e, +f, A). (f, * ez +fz,- 
(e, t-f,, e2 +fi) yields 
4(g) + bcu(f, Lfd3 8) = 0, (7) 
bCu(e, 3fi), g) = 0. (8) 
bcu(f, 3 %I, 8) = 0. (9) 
we, * e,), g) = 0. (10) 
Since ker M, = 0, K, is injective. so the determinant d of its matrix is not a 
zero-divisor, and we have K,M, 1 dM. This implies first ker M = 0, then 
b(M, g) = 0 by (9), (lo), q(g) = 0 by (7) thus g E ker M. i.e., g = 0, and so 
v=,u. 
Remarks. Careful scrutiny of the proof reveals that ker Mi = 0 is not 
needed for uniqueness of yi and for existence of 1’; may be replaced by the 
weaker condition Ann ker M, + Ann ker M, = R. On the other hand if with 
the notations used in the proof ker Mi = Rfj and ker M # 0. then g may be 
any vector in ker M, and so (4) may not hold. 
Concerning the primitivity assumption, if it is violated C ’ (M;) may not 
admit any homomorphism into C’ (M). This happens for example. if the 
quadratic form is .Y: + .Y: on M,. a(.~; + XI) on M, and M, with a E R not 
invertible. 
4. FORMS OF TYPE C 
Theorem 1 shows a close connection between composition maps and 
homomorphisms of Clifford algebras. In order to construct composition 
maps we shall use the following concept. A quadratic R-module M will be 
called of t.vpe C if C is a quadratic R-algebra, M a projective C-module of 
rank one, and if 
q(c-v) = n(c) 9(-y) (2) 
holds for c E C, x E M. The connection with homomorphisms of Clifford 
algebras is given by 
PROPOSITION 1. For any quadratic R-module M of type C with 
Ann q(M) = {a E R 1 aq(M) = 0) = 0 there is a unique homomorphism 
/I: Ct (M) + C of quadratic R-algebras satisJving 
B(c) .K = cx (11) 
for c E C’+ (M), .Y E M. /3 is an isomorphism if and only if M is primitit’e. 
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Proof: If ,!I exists it certainly is unique, because locally we may put x 
equal to a C-generator of M. Existence therefore may be proved locally. So 
assuming a C-generator e of M and an R-basis (1, d) of C+(M) we define ,5 
by p(c) e = ce. Obviously /I is R-linear. Moreover, from (2) with x = e we get 
r!@(c)) q(e) = n(c) q(e), so n(j?(c)) = n(c). and by polarization s@(c)) = s(c). 
This implies /I(&) = P(s(d) d - n(d)) = Q(d)) /3(d) - r@(d)) = P(d)* and so 
proves multiplicativity of ,8. Finally (1 1) follows by writing x = be with 
b E C. p is an isomorphism if and only if e is a C’ (M)-generator of M, i.e., 
by Section 2 if and only if q(e) is invertible. 
If M is of type C and y: C + C’ is a homomorphism of quadratic algebras 
we consider W = C’ (3,. M. As is easily seen by localization, there is a 
unique quadratic form q: My-t R satisfying q(c’ @ X) = n(c’) q(x), and then 
hP is of type C’. Similarly, if M,. M, both ar of type C, M, @( Mz carries a 
unique quadratic form q satisfying q(s, @ .Y?) = q(s,) q(xz), and with this 
form is of type C. 
Finally, if M,. Mz, M are of type C,, CZ, C. respectively, and if 
;J;: Ci --t C are homomorphisms of quadratic algebras, a composition map 
p: M, x M? + M is called of t?‘pe (]I,, yZ) if Eq. (4) holds for ci E C;, 
.Y; E M;, and if M = Cp(M,, M?); the latter condition is automatically 
satisfied if M,, Mz (and so M) are primitive. Theorem 1 now may be 
rephrased by saying that under mild restrictions every composition map is of 
We (7,. ;b ) with uniquely determined homomorphisms yi : Ct (Mi) + Ct (M). 
5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF COMPOSITION 
Let C,, Cz. C be quadratic R-algebras, M,, M, quadratic R-modules of 
type C, . CZ, respectively, and yi : Ci + C homomorphisms of quadratic 
algebras. 
THEOREM 2. Gillen M, , Ml, yi : Ci + C as aboce. there is a quadratic R- 
module M of t>-pe C and a composition map ,uu: M, x M, --t M of tJ>ppe (7,. ;I~). 
M and p are unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof: M and ,D may be given explicitly as M = Mj’l @Jc M:‘, p(x,, x1) = 
( 1 @ s,) @ (1 @ sZ). If M’. ,u’ is another solution, we have to construct an 
isomorphism 1: M--f M’ satisfying ,D’ = ,I 0 p. Upon localization we may 
assume C,-generators ei of Mi, and then by assumption p(e,, e2), ,~‘(e,, eJ 
are C-generators of M, M’, respectively. 1 now is uniquely determined by the 
condition &(e, , ez) =p’(e,, e2), and so, using this equation, can be 
constructed locally. 
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6. THE GROUPS G(C)AND H(C) 
Composition is most interesting if C, = C, = C and ;I, = jj2 is the identity. 
In this case ,D will be called of t~‘pe C. 
THEOREM 3. The isomorphism classes of primitive binar>t quadratic 
forms of type C with composition of type C form an abelian group G(C). 
Proof: Associativity and commutativity are trivial consequences of the 
rules for tensor products. The neutral element is M = C with q = n the norm. 
The inverse fi of M is isomorphic to M as a quadratic R-module but with C- 
operation (c, x) + cx replaced by (c, x) + Cx, the isomorphism M 0,. fi + C 
being given by x@~-+/~(xJJ) with /?: C’(J4-t C from Proposition 1. 
Forgetting the quadratic form on M yields a homomorphism 
G(C) + Pit(C) into the Picard group of C with kernel consisting of classes 
(C, an), a E R”. and so being isomorphic to R”/nC”. This homomorphism in 
general is not surjective. We may, however, generalize the notion of 
quadratic form to that of quadratic map q: M --) N into another R-module N, 
the conditions being q(ax) = a’q(x), and bilinearity of tl(s, y) = 
q(x + y) ~ q(x) ~ q(y). We now have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let C be a quadratic R-algebra, M an invertible C- 
module. There exists an invertible R-module N and a quadratic map 
q: M + N satisfying (2) and Rq(M) = N. The pair (N, q) is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Among several possible ways we choose to construct (N, q) as a 
universal quadratic map q: M + N satisfying (2). The standard construction 
using generators and relations works and commutes with localization. In 
order to prove N invertible and Rq(M) = N we may thus localize and so 
assume M = C. Here obviously N = R, q = II is universal. If (N’, q’) is 
another pair satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2, by the universal 
property there is a homomorphism u: N + N’ such that q’ = u 0 4’. Again 
upon localization u is seen to be an isomorphism. 
In case C is an integral domain and M an invertible submodule of its 
quotient field we may choose N = Rn(M) and q = II. In particular in the 
classical case of the integers in an algebraic number field we have the usual 
norm. For this reason we denote this map Pit(C) + Pit(R) by n too. 
Similar to the procedure of Theorem 3 the isomorphism classes of 
quadratic maps q: M--f N from Proposition 2 can be taken as elements of a 
group H(C), the product (M,, q,, N,)(Mz, q2. N,) = (M, q, N) being deter 
mined by M = M, Oc MI, N = N, OR Nz, q(x, @.X-J = q,(x,) 0 q2(.y2). It 
follows from Proposition 2 that (M. q, N) + M induces an isomlorphism 
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H(C) + Pit(C). Much of the preceding discussion can now be summarized in 
the exact sequence 
c‘ $ R” + G(C) --) Pit(C) : Pic(R ). 
7. COMPARISON WITH EARLIER CONSTRUCTIONS 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that our construction must be equivalent to those 
in [ 5; 3; 6 1 and 14, Section 21 whenever these are defined. For [3 1 and 16 I 
this is also easily established directly. It is interesting to notice that most 
later authors a priori consider forms of equal discriminants only (i.e., with 
Ct (M) prescribed up to isomorphism), while Gauss starts with the most 
general possible case. In this respect his conclusiones prima et secunda in 
art. 235 of I.5 1 are closely related to the existence of our yi in Theorem 1. 
The earlier treatments of composition in the classical case R = d make use 
of some special properties of the ring I’. namely, 
(a) it is a principal ideal domain of characteristic +2, 
(b) * 1 are the only units. 
In treating more general rings these properties have been gradually 
weakened. Concerning (a), principal ideal domains are replaced by Bezout 
domains in 161, by domains such that finitely generated projectives are free 
in [ 4. Section 5 1, and finally in 18 I by general commutative rings requiring 
only 2 not to be a zero-divisor. The existence of units other than i 1 
complicates matters, because the discriminant is multiplied by the square of 
a unit under base change. This, together with the necessity of defining 
“proper” equivalence or “oriented” forms, induced most writers to consider 
only forms of a fixed discriminant d E R and to select a particular square 
root of d, this being equivalent to fixing an isomorphism of the even Clifford 
algebra with a standard model C, as we did in Section 4. 
Our main tool, the even Clifford algebra, though not mentioned explicitly 
in IS I, appears there in the disguise of the ring Rr in Section 3, and the 
“type” of a form precisely determines its even Clifford algebra. The 
quadratic R-modules A4 considered in 18 I are slightly more special than ours. 
They are projective of rank two, but with the additional requirement that 
A2M (which is isomorphic to C’(A4)IR.l = Rt/R) be free. So 181 does not 
cover. for example, quadratic forms arising from ideals in a quadratic 
extension L of an algebraic number field K, if the maximal order C of L is 
not free over the maximal order R of K. 
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